
Roberto Pugliese, aka ALIASING (M.Phil., D.Sc. (Technology), 
ITA/FI, b. Rome, 1980) is a media artist and researcher based 
in Helsinki. His work consists of compositions, installations 
and performances. Often concerned with memories, 
recordings and loss, his pieces can incorporate animation, 
sound, moving objects and the augmentation of physical 
media using programmed hardware and software. By 
collecting, processing and coupling audio and visual material, 
he works towards a common language among visual and 
sonic imageries. The installations often use sound and its 
transformation to establish alternative relations between the 

visitor and the space. 


My installations deal with the passage of time by creating 
objects and spaces that embody memories, in their 
disappearance, transformation and potential for 

reinterpretation.
My compositions and performances explore the relationship 
between sound and images, their perceptual integration in 
time and space and intertwined choreography as one 

medium.


He has presented his work in festivals such as RIXC (LT), 
FLUSSI (ITA), Currents New Media 2016 (USA), Videoforma 
(RU), PIXELACHE (FI), AAVE (FI), Borealis (NO), Plektrum (EE) 
and CARTES FLUX (FI) and Loikka (FI) and in galleries such as 
Titanik, Rajatila, MUU Galleria (FI), the Science Gallery (IE) and 

EYEBEAM (NY, US). 


He collaborates with dancers and choreographers for the 
creation of alternative stages and new forms of media 

performance.




INSTALLATIONS



ECHOES
2016
8-channel audiovisual installation for actuated trays filled with water 

Romans sculpture produced many copies of Greek statues from the idealism period. 
While striving for realism they found of uttermost importance to preserve the ideal beauty 
embodied in Greek sculpture for posterity. 
That ideal is a promise. 
Those icons are lost futures. 
Re-enacting those still poses and giving life to them is an attempt to regain contact with such a 
legacy.

Once that fail, what is left are forms; structures and nostalgia. 



ECHOES @ Titanik gallery, Turku, 2016  





Field Reductions 
Realized in collaboration with Andrea Mancianti 
2016
Kinetic elements, actuated objects, natural and fake elements 

What stands between recording and memory ? A recording is only a suggestive link to a felt 
experience, it displays with sound and image an approximated version of the elements 
constituting the memory. 
The two pieces presented react to this incompleteness with alternative strategies. 

In Field Reductions, realized in collaboration with composer and sound artist Andrea Mancianti, 
field recordings of sound are deconstructed in units of sound objects that are mechanically 
activated to stage the original field. 

The kinetic element is not used as a sound object in itself, rather it is used to recreate, as an 
imitation, the sound as I remember it at the moment of the experience. It creates a plausible but 
approximated soundscape. For me this process let the visitor experience both a familiar 
environment but at the same time wonder about the construction of the real experience. 
The soundscape is a re-enactment of fields as opposed to a composition of field recordings. 
The sounds are not recorded as-is but reduced to a recipe or a script for individual elements. 
The main question regards the experience of this object: is this an imitation of the real 
soundscape or does it become an entity of its own? And further, how is in fact constructed our 
notion and expectation of natural beauty projected onto nature? 

The exhibition is supported by AVEK – The Promotion Centre For Audiovisual Culture. 



Field Reductions @ Rajatila gallery, Tampere, 2016  





FUOCO FATUO 
2016

When two sounds collide, they create heat 

For electronically-controlled fans, multichannel audio, depth sensor and custom software 
Dimension: variable 

Fuoco fatuo (Italian for “will-o'-the-wisp”) is a kinetic sound sculpture that puts a piece of 
cloth in motion and creates sounds of it. The fabric starts floating by means of multiple fans 
blowing air underneath it. The airflow is controlled by software that regulates the individual 
speed of each fan, effectively choreographing the “dance” of the cloth – the fuoco fatuo. 
The sonic material is based on an abstraction of the sacred choral piece by Orlando di 
Lasso “O bone Jesu” (1582). 
Fuoco fatuo is an audiovisual object. It manifests itself both visually and sonically 
consistently over time, as a plausible and yet ephemeral and transient organism. 
Fuoco fatuo is realized in collaboration with composer and performance sound artist Andrea 
Mancianti.

CONCEPT: Roberto Pugliese 
REALIZATION: Andrea Mancianti and Roberto Pugliese 



Fuoco Fatuo @ Kattilahalli, Helsinki, 2016  



Flow-flawed
Realized in collaboration with Jukka Hautamäki 
2016

Real-time visualization 

Flow-Flawed comments on the topic of immigration and asylum seeking visualising the 
on-going flow of discussion about it. The visitor sits in front of a projection of a waterfall, a 
subject borrowed from the romantic era in arts. Streams of “water” are made of words 
extracted real-time from Twitter feeds using hashtags such as #dialogue, #crisis and 
#refugee. New concepts are merging and emerging from the texts (tweets), comfortably 
from far away. 

The installation makes use of the visibility the topic gains on social media but at same time 
wonders how the availability of information and political debate shortens the distance 
between the inhabitants of the hosting countries and those migrants that are being hosted. 
Waterfall and flooding are employed as metaphors for both the flux of information and the 
transit of people. The piece hints towards realizing to which extent we can grasp a complex 
phenomena, regardless the amount of information and discussion. There is a limit to how 
close to each other we can get in a time of augmented communication. 





Flow - flawed @ Galleria Augusta, Helsinki, 2016  



Flow - flawed @ RIXC Center, Riga, 2016  



Inner Voices 
2015
Tram-specific sound installation 
Kinetic elements, contact mics, sound processing 

Trams make noise, a kling-klang, a tremor when they approach. You can hear a sweeping tone 
when they start moving, as an animal waking up. Trams belong to the imagery of the industrial 
revolution, one of the instruments of a futurist orchestra. 

Sound installation in a tram presented at PIXELACHE 2015, 25-27 September, HELSINKI 

INNER VOICES is a sound installation and structure for performance created by inserting little 
kinetic elements inside the tram. Although minimal as agents, the motors move according to 
their own agenda but also respond to the sound created by the vibration of the tram. The result 
is a diffused and articulated choreography of small mechanical movements creating a rich 
soundscape.
Vibrations of the tram’s body are picked by contact microphones and transformed into a 
soundscape for machines. 

Presented at PIXELACHE festival, Helsinki. 



Inner voices @ PIXELACHE festival, Helsinki, 2015  



The interface is opaque 
2014
Time-based sculpture of ice 
3-channel audiovideo 
custom speakers. 

Memories are fluid; they vanish and re-emerge, get transformed and rewritten, yet they constitute 
our identity. 

The interface is opaque is a time-based sculpture made of ice. It is a physical layer, a surface for 
an audiovisual composition that every day goes through the process of decaying and vanishing. 

The installation consists of disks made of ice that are attached to transducers and used as 
speakers and projection surfaces. On them, photos from my childhood are projected and digitally 
deconstructed until they become an unrecognizable network of isolated points. 

The installation shows memories as a dynamic yet decaying system. Like memories that 
disappear and get corrupted during time, in the installation images and sound get transformed 
and lose clarity until they let the broken melting sculpture be in the focus. 

Rather than portraying individual memories in a crystallized form, the medium becomes more 
liquid and reflects on the process of their disappearance. 



The interface is opaque @ MUU gallery, Helsinki, 2014  





The interface is opaque - still from video 



The Space Of A Year 
2014
2-channel audiovisual installation 

The space of a year is a multichannel audiovisual installation, played in a 20-minute loop. The 
visual material consists of highly processed videos and photos collected from the nature in 
different seasons of the year. The sound material is based on field recordings also collected in the 
nature in different seasons of the year, including the sound of footsteps on different surfaces 
(sand, leaves, snow, etc.) during different times of the year (ice, snow, rain, dry and wet material). 

Contact microphones are placed on the floor letting people in the space activate an alternative 
soundscape with their footsteps. Every step produces the footstep sound recorded in that 
specific time of the year. The visitor re-enacts the sonic memories collected by the artist by 
walking in the installation space. 



The space of a year - double projection frames 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



Ice and Decay 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



The space of a Year - MUU Gallery, February 2014 



PuShy
2011
audio-tactile installation 

An interactive fabric of sound reacts to touch. The piece invites to explore the intimate relation 
between sound and touch. Producing sound becomes possible by touching the fabric and 
discovering its tactile and sonic properties at once. The three frames are transformed into different 
instruments that several participants can intuitively play at the same time. Improvising, 
coordinating and "playing" together remind us that music is at the very core a participatory and 
social activity. 
The installation is an example of how to transform the tactile exploration of a physical object into 
a performative and possibly collective sound-making activity. 





PuShy at Plektrum Festival - Tallin, 2011 



PuShy at ONEDOTZERO for Acer event, Science Museum - London, 2012 



Traffic
2010
participatory audio visual installation 

Traffic is an ambient interface for a public space realized in collaboration with Rachel O'Dwyer. The 
system monitors and responds to the many and varied flows of movement within a public space, 
such as crowd densities, mobility patterns and virtual traffic on a public network. This data is 
subsequently used to drive a granular synthesis soundscape and visualizations. The system is a 
real-time response to the space but also incorporates a temporal dimension, storing information 
about what has taken place there before, and subsequently leveraging this data to produce subtle 
emergent behaviors within the system. The soundscape produced is quite subtle and provides 
information about a user’s environment in an unobtrusive fashion, only calling attention to itself in 
rare circumstances such as very high incidences of human/network traffic through the space. 

Presented @EYEBEAM, NY and @Science Gallery, Dublin. 



Traffic, visualization of visitors flow 

Traffic, Science Gallery, Dublin, 2010 



PERFORMANCES



UROBORO @ Kattilahalli - Helsinki, 2016 



UROBORO @ ORIZZONTI VERTICALI - San Gimignano, 2016  



UROBORO @ Lavaklubbi, Helsinki, 2016  

UROBORO @ FusoLab 2.0, Rome, 2016  



AAVE festival - Helsinki, 2015  







Vapaan Taiteen Tila, Helsinki, 2014 



Ice and Decay - Live at Borealis Festival 2013 

ice and live electronics 

A performance for live electronics where sound from 
melting ice is picked and processed real-time. While 
the source vanishes it provides material to be used 
for musical purposes. The process is partially 
governed by the use of live-electronics and custom 
software. The performance combines these live 
elements with field recordings from Fortapt i naturen 
(lost in nature) by Thorolf Thuestad. 



Loikka festival 2012 with Beniamino Borghi 



E-mpact A with Mikko Kallinen - CARTES FLUX festival, Espoo, Finland, 2012 







Selection of works 

SOLO EXHIBITIONS 
2016	 Rajatila Gallery, June, Tampere. 
2014	 The Space of a Year, multichannel audiovisual installation with sonically interactive floor, MUU Gallery, 7 February - 2 March, 	 	
	 Helsinki (FI). 

GROUP EXHIBITIONS 
2016 Flow-flawed, with Jukka Hautamäki, RIXC, Open Fields exhibitions, 28 September – 2 November, Riga (LT). 
2016 ECHOES, Titanik Gallery, September, Turku. 
2016 FUOCO FATUO, in collaboration with Andrea Mancianti, Kattilahalli, June, Helsinki (FI). 
2016 Flow-flawed, with Jukka Hautamäki, Galleria Augusta, HIAP, 13 - 28 February, Helsinki (FI). 
2015 Inner voices, site-specific kinetic-sound installation on a tram, Pixelache Festival, Helsinki (FI). 
2014 The interface is opaque, time-based audiovisual sculpture for ice, MUU Gallery, Helsinki (FI). 
2014 MUU FOR EARS 12 - independent sound art from Finland, Fundació Pilar i Joan Miró a Mallorca, Spain. 
2014 MUU FOR EARS 12 - SUPERMARKET 2014, Stockholm Independent Art Fair. Kulturhuset, Stockholm (SE). 
2012 PuShy, a tactile sonic installation, Science Museum, 31 October, London (UK). 
2011 PuShy, Plektrum festival, 8-18 September, Tallinn (EE). 
2011 Traffic, with Rachel O’Dwyer, BIORHYTHM exhibition, Eyebeam Art+Tech Center, August, New York (US). 
2010 Traffic, Science Gallery, July-September, Dublin (IE). 
2009 The child with the mirror, interactive installation, Joy Gallery, 26-28 June, Dublin (IE). 

SCREENINGS
2016 The Space of a Year, Currents New Media 2016, Santa Fe, NM, USA. 
2014 The Space of a Year, VideoForma Festival, Kuryokhin Center of Contemporary Art, St Petersburg (RU). 
2014 The Space of a Year, Es Baluard, Contemporary art museum, 17 September – 16 October, Mallorca (ES). 
2014 The Space of a Year, 1-channel version, ART-ATHINA 2014, 15 – 18 May 2014. 

PERFORMANCES
2016 ECHOES, audiovisual concert, New Sound Days. Performance night, Riseba H2o 6, Riga, (LT). 
2016 UROBORO, with Andrea Mancianti, MUU Gallery, September, Helsinki (FI). 
2016 UROBORO, with Andrea Mancianti, Flussi media art festival, August, Avellino (IT). 
2016 UROBORO, with Andrea Mancianti, FusoLab 2.0, July, Rome (IT). 
2016 UROBORO, with Andrea Mancianti, Orizzonti Verticali festival, July, San Gimignano (IT). 
2016 UROBORO, with Andrea Mancianti, Galleria Augusta, 12 February, Helsinki (FI). 
2015 Quasi-existence – Trace 1, audiovisual performance, .Box video art space, 17 April, Milan (IT). 
2015 Quasi-existence – Trace 1, audiovisual performance, AAVE Festival, 11 April, Helsinki (FI). 
2014 Live-electronics, ARTBUS at Amorph!14 festival, 16 October, Helsinki (FI). 
2014 The Space of a Year, audiovisual concert, Vapaan Taiteen Tila, 27 April, Helsinki (FI). 
2013 Ice and Decay – sound performance with ice and live electronics, Borealis Festival, 9 March, Bergen (NO). 
2012 E-mpact A – audiovisual dance performance, with Mikko Kallinen, Cartes Flux festival, Espoo (FI). 
2012 Augmented dance performance with Beniamino Borghi, Loikka Festival, 24 March, Helsinki (FI). 
2011 Multimedia performances with Ö orchestra at Performance Club Hidas, December, Tampere (FI); Harakkasaari Art Gallery, May, 
and Lavaklubi at Finnish National Theater, May, Helsinki (FI). 



OTHER PROJECTS 
2016 Dessin-Dessein, with Coline Joufflineau and Asaf Bachrach, Musée des arts et métiers, Paris. 
2016 Imaginary Spaces, sound design and interaction, with Paola Livorsi, Black Box, Musiikkitalo, Helsinki. 
2016 Reverse<Forward, 3D animation for dance film, with Mikko Kallinen. 
2014 Fragments, sound design, with Micromacro studio, Fuori Salone Sarpi Bridge, 8-13 April 2014, Milan (IT). 
2014 MUU for EARS 12 CD, appearance in CD release of sound art, 2014. 

AWARDED GRANTS 
2016 January, VISEK, AnaDigi with Marek Pluciennik. 
2016 September, FRAME, travel grant. 
2016 May, AVEK, realization of solo exhibition at Rajatila, Tampere. 
2016 February, TAIKE work group project grant for Imaginary Spaces. 
2015 April, SKR Uusimaa Regional Fund, realization of GHOSTS, 3D audiovisual installation. 
2015 April, VISEK, realization of GHOSTS, 3D audiovisual installation. 
2014 October, Helsinki City, working grant. 
2014 January, Arts Promotion Centre Finland, for exhibition costs for The Space of a Year. 
2013 December, AVEK, working salary and production costs for The Space of a Year. 
2013 February, TAIKE, Artist-in-residence grant at USF Verftet, Bergen (NO). 

RESIDENCIES
2013 January – March, AiR Bergen at USF Verftet, Bergen (NO). 
2012 September, Arteles Creative Center, Hämeenkyrö, Tampere (FI). 

AFFILIATIONS
MUU Artists association, CATALYSTI transcultural artists Finland, and HelSE (Helsinki Sound Electronics). 



Contacts and Links 

Roberto Pugliese 
Birth: 01/04/1980, Roma, ITA. 
Address: Hämeentie 65 A8, 00550 Helsinki, Finland 
Cell phone: +358 (0) 442107107 
E-mail: info@robertopugliese.net 

www.robertopugliese.net

Sounds:
https://soundcloud.com/robertopugliese

Videos:
https://vimeo.com/robertopugliese


